Methods & Sources
Rebecca Whitman Koford, CG, CGL
Advanced Methodology & Evidence Analysis
Judy G. Russell, JD, CG, CGL
Writing & Publishing for Genealogists
Thomas W. Jones, PhD, CG, CGL, FASG, FUGA, FNGS
Genetics for Genealogists: Beginning DNA
Patti Lee Hobbs, CG
Military Records 3
Michael L. Strauss, AG
Scottish Genealogical Research
Paul Milner, MDiv, FUGA
For Land’s Sake! Advanced Analysis and Platting
Gerald H. (Jerry) Smith, CG

Research in the South: Cessions & Territories
J. Mark Lowe, CG, FUGA
Advanced Library Research:
Law Libraries & Government Documents
Benjamin B. Spratling III, JD &
Patricia Walls Stamm, CG, CGL
Researching African American Ancestors:
Government Documents & Advanced Tools
Deborah A. Abbott, PhD
Genetic Genealogy Tools & Techniques:
Intermediate DNA for Genealogy
Karen Stanbary, MA, CG
Researching New York: Resources & Strategies
Karen Mauer Jones, CG, FGGS

Choose one of thirteen courses taught by premier genealogical educators and enjoy classrooms, meals, and most accommodations under one roof!
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